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ABSTRACT

1.

Although Internet access has become more ubiquitous in recent
years, most users in China still suffer from low-quality connections, especially when downloading large files. To address this issue,
hundreds of millions of China’s users have resorted to technologies
that allow for “offline downloading”, where a proxy is employed to
pre-download the user’s requested file and then deliver the file at
her convenience.
In this paper, we examine two typical implementations of offline
downloading: the cloud-based approach and the smart AP (access
point) based approach. Using a large-scale dataset collected from a
major cloud-based system and comprehensive benchmarks of popular smart APs, we find that the two approaches are complementary
while also being subject to distinct performance bottlenecks. Driven by these results, we design and implement a proof-of-concept
middleware called ODR (Offline Downloading Redirector) to help
users get rid of performance bottlenecks.
We feel that offline downloading has broad applicability to other
areas of the world that lack broadband penetration. By deploying
offline downloading technologies, coupled with our proposed ODR
middleware, the Internet experiences for users in many parts of the
world can be improved.

Although Internet access has become more ubiquitous in recent
years, many users still suffer from low-quality (i.e., low-bandwidth,
intermittent, or restricted) network connections [54, 48, 71, 61, 51,
70]. In particular, there is a huge gap of high-speed, fixed broadband penetration between developed and developing countries. By
the end of 2014, the penetration rate of fixed broadband access in
the developed world has reached 27.5% with as high as 25 Mbps of
download bandwidth [18]. On the other hand, the broadband penetration rate is merely 6.1% in the developing world with relatively
limited, unstable download bandwidth [25].
This digital divide prevents many Internet users in developing
countries from accessing the full wealth of data and services available online, especially those large files (e.g., HD videos and large
software) which require high-quality connections to download [45].
Researchers have studied various approaches to making the Internet
more accessible, performant, and affordable, such as delay-tolerant
networking (DTN) [17, 60]. Nevertheless, to date these technologies have not been widely deployed or evaluated in practice.
Modern China exemplifies both the promise and challenges of
increasing Internet penetration [16]. In the last ten years, 46%
of China’s population has come online [36], and China is now
home to world-class Internet companies like Tencent, Baidu, Alibaba, and Sina Weibo. However, the majority (over 72%) of China’s Internet users have low-quality connections [38], due to low
access bandwidth, unreliable/unstable data connection, and poor
inter-connectivity between ISPs (a well-known problem in China
known as the ISP barrier). The disparity between those who have
access to high-speed, fixed broadband and those who do not is likely to increase over the next few years as more of China’s rural population comes online.
To deal with the problems caused by low-quality Internet connections, hundreds of millions of China’s users have resorted to
technologies that allow for “offline downloading” of large files [44,
59, 42, 41, 10, 22, 1]. Offline downloading implements ideas from
DTNs by outsourcing long downloads to a proxy, as demonstrated
in Figure 1. Specifically, when a user wants to acquire a file, the
user first requests a proxy to pre-download the file on her behalf
(typically using an HTTP/FTP/P2P link via a low-quality network
connection). The proxy may have access to faster, cheaper, or more
reliable connectivity than the user, so it is better suited to downloading the file from the Internet. The user can then fetch the file from
the proxy at a later point in time, when local network conditions
are conducive to the task.
In this paper, we examine two implementations of offline downloading that are extremely popular in China [31, 33] (§ 2):
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INTRODUCTION

Internet
Time

1. The users’ fetching processes are often impeded. The cloudbased approach can usually accelerate downloading by 7∼11
times, but performs poorly (i.e., the user’s fetching speed
falls below 1 Mbps, or 125 KBps, and is thus unfit for HDvideo streaming) once there is a bandwidth bottleneck in the
network path between the cloud and the user. Specifically, a
high portion (28%) of Xuanfeng users suffer from this bottleneck, which is mainly caused by cross-ISP data delivery,
low user-side access bandwidth, or lack of cloud-side upload
bandwidth. These users should utilize an additional smart
AP to mitigate these impediments.
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2. The cloud’s upload bandwidth is being overused. The cloudbased approach is threatened by running out of its upload
bandwidth due to unnecessarily sending highly popular files.
A small percentage (0.84%) of highly popular files account for a large part (39%) of all downloads. As the user base
grows, the cloud of Xuanfeng will have to reject more (>1.5%)
users’ fetching requests. Because the majority (87%) of requested files are hosted in peer-to-peer data swarms [47],
many highly popular files can be directly downloaded by
users with as good or greater performance than what is provided by cloud-based offline downloading services.

finish fetching

Figure 1: Basic working principle of offline downloading, as
well as the corresponding timing diagram.
• The cloud-based approach leverages a geo-distributed, massive cloud storage pool as the proxy [59, 44, 72], which usually caches petabytes of files in a datacenter that is within or
directly peered with the requesting user’s ISP. This approach
is adopted by Tencent Xuanfeng [41], Baidu CloudDisk [10],
and Xunlei [42]. As it requires expensive cloud infrastructure for data storage and delivery, it is mostly operated by
big Internet companies like Tencent and Baidu.

3. Smart APs frequently fail during pre-downloading. Although
smart APs are immune to the above performance bottlenecks of the cloud-based approach, they frequently (42%) fail
while pre-downloading unpopular files. This is mainly caused
by insufficient seeds in a P2P data swarm and poor HTTP/FTP
connections. Note that 36% of offline downloading requests are issued for unpopular files. Therefore, users who need
to download unpopular files should choose the cloud-based
approach, which is better at downloading unpopular files —
the failure ratio (13%) is much lower owing to collaborative
caching (refer to § 2.1) in the massive cloud storage pool.

• The smart AP based approach relies on a local smart WiFi
AP (access point, also known as home router) as the proxy.
It is adopted by HiWiFi [21], MiWiFi [28], Newifi [30], etc.
A traditional AP only forwards data for its connected end devices like laptops and smartphones. In contrast, a smart AP,
if requested, also pre-downloads and caches data on an embedded/connected storage device (e.g., an SD card, a USB
flash drive, or a hard disk drive). The user can then fetch
the requested file at her convenience once it is successfully
pre-downloaded. This approach incurs almost zero infrastructure cost, but requires smart AP devices with redesigned
hardware, OS, and application software.

4. Smart APs can be slower due to hardware/filesystem restrictions. Surprisingly, a smart AP’s pre-downloading speed can
be restricted by its hardware and filesystem. This is because some types of storage devices (e.g., USB flash drive)
and filesystems (e.g., NTFS) do not fit the pattern of frequent, small data writes during the pre-downloading process.
These smart APs would benefit from upgraded storage devices and/or alternate filesystems, so as to release the full
potential of offline downloading.

Currently, there is a dispute over which approach better suits the best-effort Internet [3, 24]. This selection dilemma confuses the users of offline downloading services, especially those who
have little expertise in Internet content delivery. The key argument
lies in the performance of the two approaches, in terms of (pre)downloading speed, delay, and failure ratio. Both approaches
have advocates that express complaints in news media and marketing reports. However, all these disputes are either limited to one
particular offline downloading service/product [59, 44, 6, 7, 8], or
rely on oversimplified workloads and network environments [72,
39, 23, 4]. The former make it hard to form a general and unified view of the factors that may affect offline downloading performance, while the latter do not present comprehensive or objective
results.
In this paper, we address the issue in a quantitative and comparative manner. First, we measure the workload characteristics of
offline downloading (§ 3), based on a large-scale dataset collected from a major cloud-based system called Xuanfeng [41]. Our
analysis of this dataset provides useful insights on the optimization
of offline downloading services. Second, we identify the key performance bottlenecks of both approaches, based on the complete
running logs of Xuanfeng (§ 4) and comprehensive benchmarks of
three popular smart APs (§ 5). Some of our key results include:

Driven by these results, we design and implement a proof-ofconcept middleware called ODR (Offline Downloading Redirector,
available at http://odr.thucloud.com) to help users get rid of performance bottlenecks (§ 6). As illustrated in Figure 2, the basic idea
of ODR is to adaptively redirect the user’s file request to where the
best performance is expected to be achieved, including the cloud
(we use the Xuanfeng cloud in our implementation), the smart AP,
the user’s local device, or a combination. ODR’s primary goal is
to minimize the downloading time and failure ratio; its secondary
goal is to minimize the upload bandwidth burden on the cloud.
ODR makes redirection decisions based on two types of information. First, after receiving an offline downloading request, ODR
queries the content database of Xuanfeng to obtain the popularity
information of the requested file. Then, ODR examines whether
there is a potential bandwidth bottleneck by analyzing the user’s IP
address, access bandwidth, storage device, and so forth. Note that
ODR requires no modification to existing cloud-based systems or
smart AP devices. As a result, it is easy to deploy in practice.
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Figure 2: Basic working principle of ODR.

ISPs
Figure 3: System architecture of the Xuanfeng cloud.

Collaborative caching. In the Xuanfeng cloud, all users’ requested files are cached in a collaborative way. Specifically, every file is
identified using the MD5 hash code of its content, which facilitates
file-level deduplication across different users. Consequently, the
vast majority (89%) of offline downloading requests can be instantly satisfied with cached files and then no pre-downloading bandwidth cost is incurred. Xuanfeng does not utilize chunk-level deduplication to avoid trading high chunking complexity for low (<1%)
storage space savings. The low storage savings come from the fact
that there do exist a few videos sharing a portion of frames/chunks.
When a user-requested file cannot be found in the cloud cache,
Xuanfeng assigns a virtual machine (named a pre-downloader) to
pre-download the file from the Internet. The Internet access bandwidth of a pre-downloader is around 20 Mbps (= 2.5 MBps), equivalent to the high-end, fixed broadband bandwidth in China.

SYSTEM OVERVIEW

This section provides an overview of the systems studied in this
paper, including the cloud-based offline downloading system (Xuanfeng) and three popular smart AP systems.

2.1

Storage
servers

Uploading
servers

To validate the efficacy of ODR, we replay an unbiased sample
of Xuanfeng users’ offline downloading requests using a prototype
ODR system. The evaluation results indicate that ODR is able to
effectively overcome the performance bottlenecks. First, the percentage of impeded fetching processes is reduced from 28% to 9%.
Second, the cloud’s upload bandwidth burden is reduced by 35%
and thus no fetching request will need to be rejected. Third, the percentage of smart APs’ failures in pre-downloading unpopular files
is reduced from 42% to 13%. Last, the hardware/filesystem restrictions on smart APs’ pre-downloading speeds are almost completely
avoided.
Finally, we feel that offline downloading has broad applicability to other areas of the world that lack broadband penetration. By
deploying offline downloading technologies, coupled with our proposed ODR middleware, the Internet experiences for users in many
parts of the world can be significantly improved.

2.

Pre-downloading
servers

requests

Overview of Xuanfeng

Privileged network path. China has a different Internet topology
from Europe and the US. Particularly, China has a simple AS topology with a small number of major ISPs; each ISP has a giant AS
built on top of a nationwide backbone network [68]. As a consequence, the performance of cross-ISP data delivery is significantly
degraded, a problem which is known as the ISP barrier [69, 49].
To accelerate users’ fetching processes, Xuanfeng tries to construct
privileged network paths between the cloud and users by deploying uploading servers within the four major ISPs: Unicom [15],
Telecom [14], Mobile [13], and CERNET [12].
To construct a privileged network path, Xuanfeng always attempts to select an uploading server that resides in the same ISP
as the fetching user, so that the ISP barrier is avoided. However,
privileged path construction may fail in two cases: 1) The fetching
user is not within any of the four major ISPs; 2) The fetching user is
within one of the four major ISPs (say CERNET) but the uploading
servers in CERNET have exhausted their upload bandwidth at that
time. In either case, Xuanfeng would select an alternative uploading server that has the shortest network latency from the user.
Once a privileged network path is set up, Xuanfeng sets no limitation on the user’s fetching speed, with maximum speeds reaching 50 Mbps (= 6.25 MBps). However, at some “peak” point, all
the uploading servers may have exhausted their upload bandwidth.
In this case, Xuanfeng temporarily rejects new fetching requests
rather than degrade the speeds of active downloads.

Xuanfeng is a major provider of cloud-based offline downloading service in China, possessing over 30 million users at the moment (including a small portion of overseas users). Its service can
be accessed via either a PC client (available from http://xf.qq.com)
or a web-based portal (available at http://lixian.qq.com/main.html).
The former access method is dominant due to its full-fledged functionality (supporting almost all the common file transfer protocols
like HTTP/FTP and BitTorrent/eMule). In terms of business model,
Xuanfeng exists as a value-added service of the Tencent company,
i.e., any registered Tencent user can access it freely. Baidu CloudDisk [10] and Xunlei [42] are the main competitors of Xuanfeng 1 .
The former is also a free service, while the latter charges its users
around $1.50 per month.
As depicted in Figure 3, the system architecture of the Xuanfeng cloud mainly consists of three clusters of servers: 1) predownloading servers, 2) storage servers, and 3) uploading servers,
as well as a database (DB) for maintaining the metadata information of users and cached files. The total cloud storage space (spread
across nearly 500 commodity servers) is nearly 2 PB at the moment, caching around 5 million files. The cached files are replaced in
an LRU (least recently used) manner.
1

Note that the configuration and engineering of Xunlei and Baidu
CloudDisk may differ from those of Xuanfeng. Hence, their performance bottlenecks may also be different.
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Table 1: Hardware configurations of the three popular smart APs studied in this paper.
Smart AP
HiWiFi (1S)
MiWiFi

CPU
MT7620A @580 MHz
Broadcom4709 @1 GHz

RAM
128 MB
256 MB

Newifi

MT7620A @580 MHz

128 MB

Opkg applications

Storage Interface (and Device)
an SD card interface
a USB 2.0 interface and
an internal 1-TB SATA hard disk drive
a USB 2.0 interface

NIC

(xDSL)

Shell

CPU RAM NIC
(WiFi)

SATA

USB

SD

Interface

Interface

Interface

1. The trace of user requests (workload trace) records all the offline downloading requests issued by users. For each request,
the logs record the user ID, IP address, access bandwidth (if
available), request time, file type, file size, link to the original
data source, and file transfer protocol;

User
Device

2. The pre-downloading trace records the performance data of
the proxy’s pre-downloading user-requested files. It includes
the start time, finish time, acquired file size, network traffic consumed, cloud cache hit status, average downloading
speed, peak downloading speed, and success or failure for
each pre-downloading process;

Figure 4: System architecture of a commerical smart AP. Note
that a given smart AP device may not contain all potential storage device interfaces.

2.2

3. The fetching trace records the performance data of users’
fetching processes from the proxy. It contains the user ID,
IP address, access bandwidth (if available), start time, finish/pause time, acquired file size, network traffic consumed,
average fetching speed, and peak fetching speed for each
fetching process.

Overview of the Smart AP Systems

Though smart APs have only been on the market for around two years, they have quickly gained enormous popularity in China.
HiWiFi, the first widely available smart AP device released in Mar.
2013 [20], is now striving towards 5 million sales [22]. Despite the
late entry into the market (in May 2014), 100,000 MiWiFi devices
were sold out in just 59 seconds [1].
As depicted in Figure 4, the system architecture of popular smart APs is essentially made up of three parts: 1) Basic hardware,
including CPU, RAM, NIC (network interface card) for xDSL, NIC
for WiFi, and the storage device interface(s); 2) The operating system (typically OpenWrt [34]); 3) Shell and the other applications.
Table 1 lists the hardware configurations of the three popular
smart APs we examine in this study. Among them, MiWiFi has
the best configuration in terms of CPU, RAM, storage device, and
WiFi data transfer. Accordingly, MiWiFi costs more than $100,
while HiWiFi and Newifi each costs around $20.
All the three popular smart APs utilize OpenWrt, a Linux-based
embedded operating system. OpenWrt provides a fully writable
filesystem and supports the lightweight Opkg package management
system [35], which allows users to install any Opkg application. For
instance, the three APs make use of wget and aria2 [9] to support
HTTP/FTP and BitTorrent/eMule protocols. Also, a web interface
is provided for users to specify offline downloading requests. In our
benchmark experiments, we measure and record detailed performance of smart APs with Opkg tools/apps such as BASH, tcpdump,
top, iostats, and scp.

3.

IEEE 802.11 b/g/n/ac @2.4/5.0 GHz

are not familiar with the technical details and cannot differentiate
these services. The large-scale dataset contains the complete running logs of Xuanfeng during a whole week (Feb. 22–28, 2015),
involving 4,084,417 offline downloading tasks, 783,944 users, and
563,517 unique files. Corresponding to the three stages of offline
downloading (refer to Figure 1), the dataset is composed of the following three parts:

OpenWrt operating system
Internet

WiFi Protocol and Channel
IEEE 802.11 b/g/n @2.4 GHz
IEEE 802.11 b/g/n/ac @2.4/5.0 GHz

This section studies the first part of the dataset (i.e., users’ offline
downloading requests). The second and third parts of the dataset
will be examined in § 4 and § 5.
File type. In the workload trace, the majority (75%) of offline
downloading requests are issued for videos; the other 15% are for
software packages. The reason is intuitive: among all the requested
files, videos are the largest in size, i.e., the most time and traffic
consuming to download, so users are more inclined to issue offline
downloading requests for videos. This suggests that offline downloading systems should be mainly optimized for videos.
File size. As shown in Figure 5, the average size of requested
files is 390 MB and the maximum size is 4 GB, which is consistent with our observation that most requested files are large videos.
Nevertheless, we also find that up to 25% of requested files are smaller than 8 MB in size, most of which are demo videos, pictures,
documents, and small software packages.
File transfer protocol. The majority (87%) of requested files are
hosted in P2P data swarms, including BitTorrent (68%) and eMule
(19%) swarms. The remaining 13% are hosted on HTTP or FTP
servers. Thus, designers of offline downloading systems should
pay special attention to P2P-based file transfer protocols.
Since P2P suffers from several technical shortcomings (e.g., high
dynamics and heterogeneities among end-user devices and network
connections), it is often difficult for users to find peers (including
both seeds and leechers) sharing the target files. As a result, the
downloading efficacy of P2P can be poor and unpredictable. For

WORKLOAD CHARACTERISTICS

To understand the workload characteristics of offline downloading, we study a large-scale dataset collected from Xuanfeng. We
assume that the smart AP based offline downloading systems have
similar workload characteristics to Xuanfeng, since most end users
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Figure 5: CDF of requested file size.
Min size: 4 B, Median size: 115 MB, Average size: 390 MB, and Max size: 4 GB.

4.1

5

Ranking
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Figure 7: Popularity distribution of requested files — SE fitting. The average
relative error of fitness is 13.7%.

Pre-downloading Performance

Pre-downloading delay. Figure 9 (the lower curve) plots the distribution of the pre-downloading delay in Xuanfeng (excluding the
cache-hit cases where the pre-downloading delay is zero). The average delay is as high as 370 minutes, which is much longer than
the length of a common movie (100∼120 minutes). Obviously,
such long delay is unfit for continuous video streaming [63, 53].
Also, the average delay is much longer than the median delay (82
minutes), indicating that the pre-downloading delay of many requested files is extremely long.

log(y) = −a1 × log(x) + b1 ,
y c = −a2 × log(x) + b2 ,

where a1 = 1.034, b1 = 14.444, a2 = 0.010, b2 = 1.134, and
c = 0.01.
With regard to the average relative error of fitness, SE (13.7%)
seems to be a better fit than Zipf (15.3%), especially for those
small-ranking (i.e., most popular) files. The reason why SE fits
the measurement data better than Zipf can be mainly attributed to
the fetch-at-most-once effect of P2P video files [55]. It is known
that 75% of offline downloading requests are issued for videos and
87% of requested files are hosted in P2P data swarms. That is to
say, P2P video files dominate the workload of Xuanfeng. Specifically, a given Xuanfeng user generally fetches a P2P video file for
at most once, whereas web pages and other small documents are
often fetched repeatedly [46]. Therefore, the access pattern of offline downloaded files deviates from the Zipf access pattern of web
objects. The above finding complements the analysis of file popularity in previous studies of offline downloading [59, 72], which
simply used the Zipf model to characterize the workload.

4.

1 0
10

Pre-downloading speed. Figure 8 (the upper curve) plots the
distribution of pre-downloading speeds in Xuanfeng. The median speed is merely 25 KBps, which indicates that half of the predownloading processes are quite slow. The average speed (69 KBps) is higher than the median speed, but is still far from satisfactory
— keep in mind that, as mentioned in § 2.1, the access bandwidth
of a pre-downloader is around 20 Mbps (= 2.5 MBps). 21% of
the pre-downloading processes even have a speed close to 0 KBps,
which is mostly caused by pre-downloading failures.

File popularity. As mentioned in § 2.1, Xuanfeng actively maintains a content database where every file is associated with a unique identifier (ID). The ID is the MD5 hash code of the complete
file content. Hence, files are considered identical as long as they
have the same ID. Figure 6 (in log(x) vs. log(y) style) and Figure 7 (in log(x) vs. y c style) indicate that the popularity distribution of requested files is highly skewed, approximately following
the well known Zipf model [46] or the SE (stretched exponential)
model [56].
Let x denote the popularity ranking of a file, and y denote its
popularity (according to the workload trace). Then, we have the
following fitting equations:

SE:

10

Figure 6: Popularity distribution of requested files — Zipf fitting. The average
relative error of fitness is 15.3%.

this reason, users resort to offline downloading to obtain P2P files
over the long run. On the contrary, HTTP and FTP servers are
usually stable with more predictable performance, so online downloading is preferred. This explains the dominance of P2P in terms
of file transfer protocol.

Zipf:

1.05
yc = −a*log(x)+b, c = 0.01

5

Ranking

Measurement
SE fitting

1.1

log(y) = −a*log(x)+b

10 0
10

3000

1.15

Measurement
Zipf fitting

5

PERFORMANCE OF THE CLOUD-BASED
SYSTEM

This section presents the performance of our representative cloudbased offline downloading system Xuanfeng, including both the
pre-downloading and fetching phases. In addition, we analyze the
end-to-end performance by combining the two phases.
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Failure ratio. A pre-downloading failure occurs when the service gives up the pre-downloading attempt and notifies the requesting user of the failure. It is hard to theoretically define a failure if
we allow the pre-downloading process to take infinite time. However, practical systems have to timeout the pre-downloading process if the expected completion time is not reasonable. In practice, Xuanfeng raises a pre-downloading failure for a requested file
when the corresponding pre-downloading progress stagnates for
an hour. This timeout rule is supported by our following observation in Xuanfeng: if the pre-downloading progress of a requested
file stagnates for an hour, then this file can hardly be successfully
pre-downloaded even if the timeout threshold is set to be one week.
The overall pre-downloading failure ratio of Xuanfeng is 8.7%.
Note that if a user-requested file is already cached in the cloud storage pool, the pre-downloading is immediately successful. On the
other hand, if we do not take the cache hit cases into account (i.e.,
we assume that the cloud storage pool does not exist), the overall
pre-downloading failure ratio will increase to 16.4%. This confirms the importance of the massive cloud storage pool as well as
the collaborative caching mechanism (refer to § 2.1) in mitigating
pre-downloading failures.
More importantly, we discover that the pre-downloading failure
ratio correlates with the popularity of requested files, as shown in
the scatter plot of Figure 10. For the purposes of this discussion,
we define a file to be unpopular if it was downloaded less than
7 times per week. Popular files are downloaded 7–84 times per
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Figure 9: CDF of pre-downloading, fetching, and end-to-end
delay in Xuanfeng. As for the pre-downloading delay (excluding the cache-hit cases), Min: 0 minute, Median: 82 minutes,
Average: 370 minutes, and Max: 10071 minutes. As for the
fetching delay, Min: 0 minute, Median: 7 minutes, Average: 27
minutes, and Max: 9724 minutes. As for the end-to-end delay,
Min: 0 minute, Median: 10 minutes, Average: 68 minutes, and
Max: 19553 minutes.

Average Failure Ratio (%)

Figure 8: CDF of pre-downloading and fetching speeds in Xuanfeng. As for the pre-downloading speed (excluding the cachehit cases), Min: 0 KBps, Median: 25 KBps, Average: 69 KBps,
and Max: 2.37 MBps (≈ 20 Mbps). As for the fetching speed,
Min: 0 KBps, Median: 287 KBps, Average: 504 KBps, and
Max: 6.1 MBps (≈ 50 Mbps). As for the end-to-end speed,
Min: 0 KBps, Median: 233 KBps, Average: 380 KBps, and
Max: 6.1 MBps (≈ 50 Mbps).

week, while highly popular files are downloaded greater than 84
times per week. Given these definitions, we find that 93.2% of
files are unpopular while only 0.84% of files are highly popular.
However, only 36% of offline downloading requests are issued for
the 93.2% unpopular files, while 39% of requests are issued for the
0.84% highly popular files.
Network traffic cost. As discussed in § 3, only 13% of requested
files are hosted in HTTP or FTP servers, while 87% are hosted in
P2P data swarms. For HTTP and FTP, the pre-downloading traffic
is slightly (typically 7%–10%) larger than the file size; the overhead
mainly comes from HTTP, FTP, TCP, and IP packet headers. For
P2P, its “tit-for-tat” policy [50] (i.e., a peer that downloads data
from others must upload data to others at the same time) causes
the pre-downloading traffic to be considerably (50%–150%) larger
than the file size. In the Xuanfeng system, we observe that the
overall pre-downloading traffic is 196% of the total file size. That
is to say, the overhead traffic is comparable to the file size.

4.2
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30
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Popular

Highly Popular
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Request Popularity (in one week)

Figure 10: Request popularity vs. Pre-downloading failure ratio. Request popularity: [0, 7) → unpopular files, [7, 84] →
popular files, and (84, MAX] → highly popular files.

Fetching Performance

during these fetching processes, we carefully examine the corresponding logs in the fetching trace, and find that the bandwidth bottleneck is mainly caused by three issues: 1) cross-ISP data delivery,
2) low user-side access bandwidth, and 3) lack of cloud-side upload
bandwidth.
In detail, 9.6% of fetching processes are limited by the ISP barrier. For these fetching processes, the users’ IP addresses do not
belong to any of the four ISPs supported by Xuanfeng. Besides,
around 10.8% of fetching processes are limited by low user-side
access bandwidth 2 (< 125 KBps). Additionally, there are 1.5% of
fetching requests rejected by the cloud due to lack of upload bandwidth (refer to § 2.1). These rejected requests explain why the minimum observed fetching speed is 0 KBps. Finally, the remaining
unmentioned portion (= 28% − 9.6% − 10.8% − 1.5% = 6.1%)
are owing to unknown reasons we have not figured out yet, possibly
because of the network dynamics or system bugs.

Fetching speed. Figure 8 (the lower curve) shows the distribution
of users’ fetching speeds from the cloud. Owing to the privileged
network paths constructed by Xuanfeng (refer to § 2.1), the median
and average fetching speeds are as high as 287 KBps and 504 KBps. Given that the median and average pre-downloading speeds are
merely 25 KBps and 69 KBps, Xuanfeng greatly improves perceived downloading speeds (by 7∼11 times in terms of median and
average speeds) for China’s Internet users.
When videos are fetched from the proxy, Xuanfeng supports two
different modes: a) view-as-download and b) view-after-download.
According to Xuanfeng users’ behaviors, most users tend to choose
the former mode over the latter. Therefore, to facilitate users’ realtime video playback in a continuous manner, a bandwidth bottleneck is recognized when the fetching speed falls below 125 KBps.
The 125 KBps threshold corresponds with the typical 1 Mbps playback rate of large (HD) videos [57, 62].
Specifically, a high portion (28%) of fetching speeds are below
125 KBps. To explore why Xuanfeng exhibits poor performance

2

Some users of Xuanfeng did not report their access bandwidth.
For these users, we use the peak fetching speed recorded in the
fetching trace to approximate their access bandwidth.
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Fetching delay. Figure 9 (the upper curve) shows the distribution of users’ fetching delay. As a consequence of most users’ high
fetching speeds, the median fetching delay is as low as 7 minutes
and the average fetching delay is merely 27 minutes. Given that the
median and average pre-downloading delay is as high as 82 minutes and 370 minutes, Xuanfeng has significantly shortened perceived downloading delay (by 12∼14 times in terms of median and
average fetching delay) for China’s Internet users.
In summary, we find the first key performance bottleneck of offline downloading:
• The cloud-based approach performs poorly once there is a
bandwidth bottleneck in the privileged network path between
the cloud and the user. This bottleneck is mainly caused by
cross-ISP data delivery, low user-side access bandwidth, or
lack of cloud-side upload bandwidth.
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Figure 11: Cloud-side upload bandwidth burden of Xuanfeng
in the measurement week (including those rejected fetching requests). The time interval is 5 minutes. Note that for the 1.5%
of fetching requests rejected by Xuanfeng in the 7th day, their
incurred cloud-side upload bandwidth burden (which did not
really happen) is estimated by approximately taking their average fetching speed as 504 KBps (i.e., , the average speed of all
the real fetching processes in Xuanfeng, refer to Figure 8).

Shortage of cloud bandwidth. In order to support high-speed
fetching from the cloud to users’ devices, Xuanfeng has purchased
a total of 30 Gbps of upload bandwidth from the four major ISPs
in China. In the 7th day of the measurement week, the peak cloudside upload bandwidth burden exceeded 30 Gbps, as demonstrated
in Figure 11. Consequently, a small portion (1.5%) of fetching
requests were rejected by Xuanfeng. As the user base continues to
grow, Xuanfeng will have to reject more fetching requests, which
unfortunately harms the user experience.
On the other hand, if we look deeply into the usage of cloud
bandwidth, we find that the current cloud-side upload bandwidth
burden is not all necessary. We calculate the cloud-side bandwidth
used for delivering (uploading) highly popular files based on the
fetching trace, plotted as the lower, blue curve in Figure 11. We
can see that, on average, nearly 40% of the cloud bandwidth is
spent delivering highly popular files. The reason is that a small
percentage (0.84%) of highly popular files account for a large part
(39%) of all downloads, as discussed in § 4.1.
In fact, because the majority (87%) of requested files are hosted in P2P data swarms, many highly popular files can be directly downloaded by users with as good or greater performance than
what the cloud provides [66, 64]. This is because P2P data sharing
among end users can achieve the so-called “bandwidth multiplier
effect” [66]. Specifically, by appropriately allocating a certain portion of cloud bandwidth (Si ) to a P2P data swarm i to seed the
content, the Xuanfeng system can attain a higher aggregate content
distribution bandwidth (Di ) by letting P2P users exchange data and
i
is referred to as
distribute content among themselves. The ratio D
Si
the bandwidth multiplier for P2P data swarm i. The above observation and analysis lead to the second key performance bottleneck
of offline downloading:

4.3

End-to-End Performance

Finally, we analyze the end-to-end speed and delay of offline
downloading in Xuanfeng. For a complete offline downloading
process, the end-to-end delay is the sum of pre-downloading delay and fetching delay, and the end-to-end speed is the size of the
requested file divided by the end-to-end delay.
As illustrated in Figure 9, the CDF curve of end-to-end delay
falls between the CDF curves of pre-downloading delay and fetching delay, which is within our expectation. More importantly, the
distribution of end-to-end delay looks much closer to the distribution of fetching delay. This is because the vast majority (89%) of
offline downloading requests can be instantly satisfied by the cloud
cache and thus the corresponding pre-downloading delay is almost
zero (refer to § 2.1). Similarly, Figure 8 indicates that the CDF
curve of end-to-end speed falls between the CDF curves of predownloading speed and fetching speed, and the distribution of endto-end speed is much closer to the distribution of fetching speed.
From the above observations, we conclude that even from an
end-to-end perspective, the offline downloading service provided
by Xuanfeng can effectively improve the perceived experiences for
its users.

• The cloud-based approach is threatened by running out of
upload bandwidth due to unnecessarily sending highly popular files. As the user base continues to grow, the cloud will
have to reject more (>1.5%) fetching requests.

5.

PERFORMANCE OF THE SMART APS

Now that we understand the dynamics and performance characteristics of Xuanfeng, we move on to examining smart AP based
offline downloading. In this section, we report our benchmark
methodology and the performance of the three most popular smart
APs in China: HiWiFi, MiWiFi, and Newifi.

User-side network overhead. Xuanfeng minimizes the user-side
network overhead, as its users only download requested files from
the cloud and do not upload data to others. On average, a user’s
downloading traffic usage is slightly (7% – 10%) larger than the
file size. This is especially useful for mobile P2P users with limited data plans or traffic caps. As mentioned in § 4.1, for an average
P2P user to download a file from the corresponding data swarm,
the total traffic usage is 196% of the total file size. Therefore, by
resorting to Xuanfeng rather than the original data swarm, an average P2P user could achieve considerable traffic usage saving which
is comparable to 86% – 89% of the total file size.

5.1

Methodology

To comprehensively measure the performance of the three popular smart APs (during Mar. 1–22, 2015), we randomly sample
1000 real offline downloading requests 3 issued by Unicom users
3

Each selected request record should contain the user’s access
bandwidth information so that we can approximate the user’s real network connection characteristics during our benchmarks.
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Figure 13: CDF of smart APs’ pre-downloading speeds. Min:
0 KBps; Median: 27 KBps; Average: 64 KBps; Max: 2.37
MBps (≈ 20 Mbps) for HiWiFi and MiWiFi, and 0.93 MBps for Newifi. As a comparison, the CDF of cloud-based predownloading speeds is also plotted.

Figure 12: Our benchmark environment. For each smart AP,
its embedded/connected storage device is not plotted to make
the figure tidy.

in the workload trace of Xuanfeng (refer to § 3). These sampled
requests (which we refer to as the sampled workload) are restricted
to Unicom users because our benchmark experiments are conducted by replaying the sampled workload with smart APs on Unicom
network connections. On the other hand, the data sources of these
sampled requests are located across various ISPs in China. For every request record, we ignore its user ID, IP address, and request
time (since these factors cannot be reproduced in our benchmarks),
but reuse the user’s access bandwidth, as well as the file type, file
size, link to the original data source, and file transfer protocol.
To replay the sampled workload using the three smart APs, we
utilize three independent residential ADSL links provided by the
Unicom ISP, each of which was used exclusively by one smart AP,
as depicted in Figure 12. Each link has 20 Mbps (= 2.5 MBps) of
Internet access bandwidth. When replaying an individual offline
downloading request, we restrict the smart AP’s pre-downloading
speed within the recorded user access bandwidth, so as to approximate the real network connection status. We sequentially replay
around 333 requests (request i + 1 is replayed after request i completes or fails) on each smart AP and record the performance data.
HiWiFi uses an embedded 8-GB SD card (Max Write/Read Speed:
15 MBps/30 MBps) as the storage device. The SD card can only
be formatted as FAT (otherwise, HiWiFi does not work). Newifi
uses an external 8-GB USB flash drive (Max Write/Read Speed:
10 MBps/20 MBps) via a USB 2.0 interface. The USB flash drive
is formatted as NTFS. Since both HiWiFi and Newifi have a small
storage capacity, we remove requested files from the storage device
after they are completely downloaded or the corresponding predownloading task failures (refer to § 4.1). At the same time, the performance data is aggregated into a storage server. MiWiFi uses its
internal 1-TB SATA hard disk drive (5400 RPM, Max Write/Read
Speed: 30 MBps/70 MBps). This hard disk drive has been formatted as EXT4 by the manufacturer, and it cannot be re-formatted to
any other filesystem.

5.2

0.6

speed (i.e., 6.1 MBps) of Xuanfeng users. As a consequence, below we focus on the performance of the pre-downloading phase.
Pre-downloading failure ratio.
The overall pre-downloading
failure ratio of smart APs is 16.8%, which is higher than that of
Xuanfeng (8.7%). More importantly, for unpopular files the predownloading failure ratio of smart APs is as high as 42%, significantly higher than that of Xuanfeng (13%). Note that according
to the workload trace of Xuanfeng, 36% of offline downloading requests are issued for unpopular files. With these results, we discover the third key performance bottleneck of offline downloading:
• Although smart APs are immune to the two bottlenecks of
the cloud-based approach described in § 4, they frequently fail in pre-downloading unpopular files. In contrast, the
cloud-based approach performs much better at downloading unpopular files since it benefits from the massive geodistributed cloud storage pool.
Further, we delve into the details of the pre-downloading failures
of smart APs. Among the 168 (= 1000 × 16.8%) failures, the vast
majority (145, 86%) were caused by insufficient seeds in a P2P
data swarm. This explains why the pre-downloading failure ratio
of unpopular files is especially high. Besides, a non-negligible part
(17, 10%) were ascribed to poor HTTP/FTP connections, i.e., the
server at the other end failed to maintain a persistent/resumable
download. The remainder (6, 4%) might be the result of system
bugs in HiWiFi, MiWiFi and Newifi.
Pre-downloading speed and delay. As shown in Figure 13 and
Figure 14, the pre-downloading speeds of smart APs are just a bit
lower than those of Xuanfeng’s pre-downloaders, and thus the predownloading delay of smart APs seems a bit longer than that of
Xuanfeng. This is because smart APs work in a similar way as the
pre-downloaders (i.e., they also download files using HTTP, FTP and P2P protocols; refer to § 2.1), although their access bandwidths are generally lower than 20 Mbps (or 2.5 MBps, i.e., a predownloader’s access bandwidth).
However, one detail in Figure 13 and Figure 14 is worth discussing: the median pre-downloading speed of smart APs (27 KBps) is higher than that of Xuanfeng (25 KBps), but the average predownloading speed of smart APs (64 KBps) is lower than that of
Xuanfeng (69 KBps). Accordingly, the median pre-downloading

Benchmark Results

Since smart APs are located in the same LAN (local area network) as users, the performance of the fetching phase is seldom an
issue except when multiple user devices are fetching from a smart
AP at the same time. Specifically, a user can fetch from a smart
AP by directly dumping from the AP’s storage device or through a
wired/WiFi LAN connection. Even the lowest WiFi fetching speed
lies in 8∼12 MBps, which is higher than the maximum fetching
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Table 2: Max pre-downloading speeds and the corresponding
iowait ratios for HiWiFi, MiWiFi, and Newifi, with different
storage devices and filesystems.

CDF

0.8
0.6

Max pre-downloading speed (MBps)
HiWiFi + SD card
MiWiFi + SATA hard disk drive
Newifi + USB flash drive
Newifi + USB hard disk drive
iowait ratio
HiWiFi + SD card
MiWiFi + SATA hard disk drive
Newifi + USB flash drive
Newifi + USB hard disk drive

0.4
0.2
0
0

Cloud−based
Smart APs
1000
2000
3000
4000
Pre−downloading Delay (minutes)

FAT
2.37
–
2.12
2.37
FAT
42.1%
–
66.3%
42%

NTFS
–
–
0.93
1.13
NTFS
–
–
15.1%
9.8%

EXT4
–
2.37
2.13
2.37
EXT4
–
29.7%
55%
17.4%

maximum pre-downloading speed. The major reason should
be the unsuitability of the USB flash drive on handling frequent, small data writes during pre-downloading. This is reflected by the high iowait ratios (66.3% and 55%) as shown
in Table 2. Besides, we observe that the receiver-side TCP sliding window (the typical size is 14608 bytes) is almost full
in most of the time during the pre-downloading process.

Figure 14: CDF of smart APs’ pre-downloading delay. Min:
0 minutes; Median: 77 minutes; Average: 402 minutes; Max:
8297 minutes. As a comparison, the CDF of cloud-based predownloading delay is also plotted.
delay of smart APs (77 minutes) is shorter than that of Xuanfeng
(82 minutes), but the average pre-downloading delay of smart APs
(402 minutes) is longer than that of Xuanfeng (370 minutes). To
demystify this counter-intuitive phenomenon, we examine the predownloading performance data of every task in the sampled workload and its original performance data in the pre-downloading trace.
Surprisingly, we uncover the fourth key performance bottleneck of
offline downloading:

• When Newifi uses a USB hard disk drive, its maximum predownloading speed is considerably enhanced (compared with
using a USB flash drive) even when the hard disk drive is
formatted as NTFS. No matter which filesystem is used, the
iowait ratio is relatively low.
Based on the above observations, we suggest that Newifi-like
smart APs upgrade their storage devices and/or change their default
filesystems to more performant variants, so as to release the full
potential of offline downloading. Currently, because Newifi only
has a USB 2.0 interface (refer to Table 1), using a USB hard disk
drive coupled with the EXT4 filesystem seems to be the best fit.
On the other hand, if Newifi upgrades its storage interface to USB
3.0 in the future, using a USB 3.0 flash drive formatted as EXT4
might be a more cost-effective choice, given that a USB flash drive
is usually much smaller and cheaper than a USB hard disk drive.

• A smart AP’s pre-downloading speed can be restricted by its
hardware and/or filesystem, since some types of storage devices and filesystems do not fit the pattern of frequent, small
data writes during the pre-downloading process.
In particular, among all the experimented storage devices, USB
flash drive is the slowest. When Newifi uses the USB flash drive (in
the NTFS format) as its storage device, the max pre-downloading
speed is merely 0.93 MBps, much lower than that of HiWiFi and
MiWiFi (2.37 MBps). This finding is basically consistent with Sundaresan et al. ’s study results on broadband Internet performance in
2011, which also indicate that a user’s home network equipment
(including the home router of course, though smart APs did not exist in 2011) can significantly affect downloading performance [67].
To comprehensively understand the influence of hardware and
filesystem on Newifi’s pre-downloading speed, we replay the top10 popular requests in the sampled workload on Newifi while setting no restriction on its pre-downloading speed (so the maximum
speed should be nearly 2.37 MBps). We conducted replays with
the USB flash drive formatted as FAT, NTFS, and EXT4, respectively, as well as with the USB flash drive replaced by a USB hard
disk drive (5400 RPM, Max Write/Read Speed: 10 MBps/25 MBps). The resulting maximum pre-downloading speeds, as well as the
corresponding iowait ratios, are listed in Table 2. We make three
observations as follows:

6.

THE ODR MIDDLEWARE

Motivated by the study in § 4 and § 5, we design and implement
a proof-of-concept middleware called ODR (Offline Downloading
Redirector) to help users get rid of performance bottlenecks. We
evaluate the performance of ODR using real-world workloads.

6.1

Design and Implementation

ODR is presented as a public web service to users available at
http://odr.thucloud.com. It is implemented as a middleware independent of any specific cloud-based offline downloading system or
smart AP, and thus can be deployed on any dedicated servers or
virtual machines. ODR takes users’ offline downloading requests,
and adaptively decides in which way the requested files should be
downloaded to achieve the best expected downloading experience.
Specifically, when a user wants to download a file from the Internet, she first accesses the web service of ODR (by opening the
front web page) and inputs the HTTP/FTP/P2P link to the original
data source. In addition, ODR asks for other auxiliary information
including the user’s IP address, access bandwidth, smart AP type,
storage device and filesystem type 4 . All the aforementioned information is straightforward for common users, except the access

• The NTFS filesystem severely harms Newifi’s maximum predownloading speed, no matter whether the storage device is
a USB flash drive or a USB hard disk drive. This is mainly
attributed to the incompatibility between NTFS and Newifi’s
OpenWrt operating system (refer to § 2.2) which utilizes the
EXT4 filesystem.

4

ODR maintains a web cookie at the user side (if her web browser permits), so that the user does not need to repeatedly input the
auxiliary information every time.

• When Newifi uses a USB flash drive as its storage device,
FAT and EXT4 filesystems also appear to have degraded its
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Figure 15: Workflow state transition diagram of ODR. “Y”: Yes; “N”: No. Bottleneck 1, Bottleneck 2, Bottleneck 3 and Bottleneck
4 denote the four performance bottlenecks of offline downloading mentioned in our key results (refer to § 1).
bandwidth. Fortunately, as the majority of China’s Internet users
have installed PC-assistant software such as Tencent PC Manager [37], Baidu Guard [11], and 360 Security Guard [2]. With simple
instructions, ODR is able to guide users how to obtain the approximate value of access bandwidth with the PC-assistant software.
On receiving an offline downloading request, ODR firstly queries
the content database to obtain the latest popularity statistics of the
requested file. We use the Xuanfeng database in our implementation, while keep in mind that the performance of ODR would be
further enhanced if it is able to use multiple cloud services (e.g.,
Xuanfeng + Xunlei + Baidu CloudDisk) at once. ODR calculates
the decisions based on the popularity of the file and the auxiliary
information provided by the user. The decision is then returned to
users via the front web page of the ODR service.
Figure 15 plots the state transition diagram of ODR’s decision
making process, which involves a series of conditions and branches
as follows.

pre-downloading). On the other hand, when the user-side access
bandwidth is below 0.93 MBps (refer to Table 2), ODR would suggest the user to utilize their smart AP.
Handling less popular files. When a requested file is not highly
popular, the success of downloading is our primary concern (addressing Bottleneck 3 in Figure 15). To this end, ODR leverages the
cloud storage pool to minimize the failure ratio of (pre-)downloading.
Specifically, the downloading falls into the following two cases:
• Case 1: If the requested file is already cached in the cloud,
ODR should further detect whether there is a bandwidth bottleneck between the cloud and the user by analyzing the userside access bandwidth and ISP information 5 (addressing Bottleneck 1 in Figure 15). If the user-side access bandwidth is
low (< 1 Mbps = 125 KBps) or the user is located in a different ISP other than the four ISPs supported by the cloud,
ODR would suggest the user to leverage both the cloud and
their smart AP to mitigate the impediments of Bottleneck 1
(“Cloud + Smart AP” in Figure 15, i.e., the file should be
first pre-downloaded by the smart AP from the cloud, and
then fetched by the user from the smart AP). Otherwise, ODR suggests the user to fetch from the cloud.

Handling highly popular files. First and foremost, users are concerned with the downloading success of a requested file. As the
downloading failure ratio is tightly related with the popularity (refer to § 4.1 and § 5.2), ODR needs to examine whether the requested
file is highly popular. If yes, the ODR is likely to be successful at
downloading the file, and therefore we can make efforts to mitigate
the cloud-side upload bandwidth burden (addressing Bottleneck 2
in Figure 15).
To deal with Bottleneck 2, if the highly popular file is hosted in
a P2P data swarm, ODR suggests the user to directly download the
file from its original data source (i.e., the abundant peers sharing
the file). On the contrary, if the highly popular file is hosted in an
HTTP/FTP server, ODR would suggest the user to fall back on the
cloud, so as to avoid making the HTTP/FTP server a bottleneck.
Further, to minimize the expected (pre-)downloading time, ODR considers the user-side access bandwidth, as well as the smart
AP’s storage device and filesystem type (addressing Bottleneck 4
in Figure 15). For example, when the user-side access bandwidth
reaches 20 Mbps (= 2.5 MBps), if the smart AP uses a USB flash
drive as its storage device or its storage device is formatted as NTFS, ODR would suggest the user to directly download the file using
her local device (given that it is usually inconvenient for the user
to change the storage device and filesystem of a smart AP during

• Case 2: If the requested file is not cached in the cloud, ODR
suggests the user to first use the cloud for pre-downloading.
After the file is successfully pre-downlo- aded by the cloud,
the user will be notified, and then she can ask ODR again for
further suggestions (either directly fetching from the cloud,
or from the cloud to a smart AP and then to her local device).
If the cloud fails to download the file, the user will be notified
of a pre-downloading failure.
Note that ODR never delivers file contents by itself, which makes
its operation lightweight in terms of bandwidth and traffic consumption. For our implementation, we rent a low-end virtual machine from Aliyun.com (a major cloud service provider in China)
to host the entire ODR service. This virtual machine has a public
5

The user’s ISP information is obtained based on her IP address
with the help of the APNIC service (http://www.apnic.net), a major
service provider for IP address collecting/resolving in Asia Pacific.
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Figure 17: CDF of fetching speeds using ODR. Min: 0 KBps;
Median: 368 KBps; Average: 509 KBps; Max: 2.37 MBps (≈
20 Mbps). As a comparison, the CDF of cloud-based fetching
speeds is also plotted.

IP address and 1 Mbps (= 125 KBps) of Internet access bandwidth.
The monthly operation cost of ODR is merely $20.

MBps), which is lower than that in Xuanfeng (i.e., 50 Mbps = 6.25
MBps). This is why the average fetching speed using ODR (509
KBps) is comparable to that of Xuanfeng (504 KBps).
With regard to Bottleneck 2, the cloud-side upload bandwidth
burden under the sampled workload is reduced by 35%, which is
attributable to the fact that the cloud no longer needs to deliver
highly popular P2P files. If Xuanfeng had integrated ODR, its peak
upload bandwidth burden could decrease from 34 Gbps (refer to
Figure 11) to around 22 Gbps, and thus Xuanfeng would not need
to reject any fetching request, given their current workload.
Further, the percentage of smart APs’ failures in pre-downloading
unpopular files (Bottleneck 3) is reduced from 42% to 13%. In
addition, Bottleneck 4 (caused by unsuitable storage devices or
filesystems) is almost completely avoided with the use of ODR.
In a nutshell, the integration of ODR into offline downloading
services results in a marked reduction of performance bottlenecks,
as well as considerable improvement on the quality of service.

Limitation. By proposing the ODR middleware, our major goal is
to demonstrate the potential benefits for a hybrid approach that can
effectively address the limitations of the two existing conventional
approaches while inheriting their respective advantages. Therefore,
the above design and implementation of ODR is basically a coarsegrained solution to optimize the offline downloading performance
and overhead, where the optimization granularity is a whole offline
downloading request/task.
ODR can further benefit from more fine-grained alternative optimization solutions at the chunk, TCP data flow, or sub-stream levels. For instance, a more dynamic solution proposed by Huang et
al. [58] (i.e., a buffer-based adaptive bit rate selection algorithm
for video streaming) can be used instead of the current hard coded decision procedure of ODR. Moreover, a simple solution (called
“mobile phone content pre-staging” [52]) that has been proposed
in the past is to simply defer downloads to later times when the
download bandwidth is better if the users are not particularly time
sensitive. In addition, there are even standards efforts like Low Extra Delay Background Transport (LEDBAT, IETF RFC 6817 [27])
that seeks to utilize the available bandwidth on an end-to-end path
while limiting the resulting penalty of delay increase on that path.
ODR can learn from LEDBAT to further mitigate the cloud-side
upload bandwidth burden.

6.2
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Limitation. We acknowledge that ODR occasionally makes incorrect redirection decisions due to the inherent dynamics of Internet that may degrade performance. Fortunately, the percentage
of such decisions is negligible (<1%) in our evaluation. Thus, we
believe that the performance of ODR is acceptable in practice, especially given the significant advantages of the system.

7.

Performance Evaluation

RELATED WORK

This section reviews previous studies of offline downloading, including both the cloud and smart AP based approaches. We also
discuss the hybrid approach which directly connects the smart AP
to the cloud and compare it with our ODR. In addition, we describe
a few offline downloading (based) services outside China. Finally,
we briefly survey the state-of-the-art downloading techniques and
compare them with offline downloading.

To evaluate the performance of ODR, we replay the sampled
workload (refer to § 5.1) using the deployed ODR middleware during Mar. 23–Apr. 13, 2015. The environment is similar to that in
Figure 12. For each smart AP, we use a common laptop (with Quadcore Intel i5 CPU @1.70 GHz, 4-GB RAM, and 7200-RPM 500GB hard disk drive) as the user device. Figure 16 shows the overall
performance results of ODR, compared with the performances of
Xuanfeng and the three popular smart APs.
First, the percentage of impeded fetching processes (Bottleneck
1) is reduced from 28% to 9%. The remainder (9%) is mostly due to
the intrinsic dynamics of the Internet. In detail, Figure 17 shows the
fetching speed distribution using ODR. Compared with the fetching speed distribution of Xuanfeng, the median fetching speed is
enhanced from 287 KBps to 368 KBps. Limited by our benchmark
environment, the max fetching speed using ODR is 20 Mbps (= 2.5

Cloud-based approach. With the proliferation of cloud-based
services, a number of studies have investigated the design and implementation of cloud-based offline downloading systems and their
performance measurements.
Huang et al. [59] presented the early-stage system design of Xuanfeng in 2011, which focuses on guaranteeing data health and
accelerating the downloading speed of unpopular videos. However, perhaps due to the startup stage of the system at that time (with
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a relatively small user base), their study did not notice the two critical performance bottlenecks, i.e., Bottleneck 1 and Bottleneck 2
uncovered in this paper.
Ao et al. [44] conducted a long-term measurement study of Xuanfeng in 2012, and predicted that the system would be short of
cloud-side upload bandwidth in the near future. Complementary to
their study, our work provides in-depth insights into the cloud-side
upload bandwidth burden, and recognizes Bottleneck 2 — the root
cause of cloud bandwidth shortage. Furthermore, our proposed ODR middleware can significantly reduce cloud-side bandwidth consumption by asking users to download highly popular P2P files directly from their data swarms.
Zhou et al. [72] made a theoretical analysis of offline downloading service models, including the cloud-based model and the peerassisted model. They argue that the former can help scale with file
population and the latter should be used to deal with popular files.
An adaptive algorithm called AMS (Automatic Mode Selection) is
proposed for selecting an appropriate model. Compared with AMS, ODR is more general and applicable: it requires no modification
on the cloud side. Additionally, ODR is a deployed system rather
than a theoretical algorithm.

technique effectively optimizes file downloading performance. Nevertheless, being a commercial service, CDN vendors typically
only help to deliver files for content providers who pay for the service. On the contrary, the business model of offline downloading
is the opposite of CDN, because it charges (or sometimes frees) its
users, i.e., content receivers, for better downloading experiences.
As mentioned in § 3, the P2P technique is good at distributing
popular files that are each shared by a number of users, but cannot guarantee the data availability or maintain a high speed for the
downloads of unpopular files. This is why so many users have resorted to offline downloading for acquiring files that are originally
hosted in P2P data swarms. In a word, offline downloading addresses the unstability and uncertainty of P2P under certain scenarios.
ICN, also known as CCN (content centric networking) or NDN
(named data networking), is motivated by content receivers’ interest in the network to achieve efficient and reliable data distribution [43], regardless of the properties of the original data sources.
Specifically, ICN is featured by a number of desired functions, such
as 1) in-network storage for caching, 2) decoupling content senders
and receivers, 3) disruption tolerance, 4) multi-party communication through replication, 5) mobility and multi-homing, etc. It is
easy to find that offline downloading fulfills at least the first three
desired functions of ICN in a real-world setting without breaking
the current Internet architecture. Further, we would like to explore
whether and how offline downloading can enable the other functions of ICN.

Smart AP based approach. Since the history of smart APs is
extremely short (just two years), we are not aware of any systematic
study on their downloading performances. Most of the existing
evaluations [6, 7, 8, 39, 23, 4] are based on simplified network
environments and unrealistic workloads (e.g., a few popular files).
This is probably the reason why Bottleneck 3 in our study had not
been discovered yet. Furthermore, Bottleneck 4 had never been
identified in existing evaluations of smart APs.

8.

CONCLUSION

In recent years, the Internet has gained enormous penetration all
over the world. However, basic Internet services, like downloading
(large) files, remains an issue in most developing countries as a consequence of low-quality network connections. To improve users’
downloading experiences, offline downloading services have been
proposed and widely deployed in China.
The idea of offline downloading is mainly embodied in two different types of approaches: (1) the cloud-based approach and (2)
the smart AP based approach. Unfortunately, the two approaches are confusing to end users since they offer different strengths
and weaknesses (the so-called “selection dilemma”). Our study addresses this dilemma with in-depth analysis of a large-scale cloudbased offline-downloading system, as well as comprehensive benchmark experiments of three popular smart APs. Our study shows that
the two approaches are subject to distinct performance bottlenecks,
while also being complementary to each other. Driven by the study, we build an ODR middleware to help users achieve the best
expected performance.
In the future, we envision that offline downloading will become
a widely used technology for enhancing the Internet experiences of
users across both the developing world and the developed world.
For example, people start to build a variety of useful Internet services on top of cloud-based offline downloading systems, such as
cloud-based media converters (e.g., Cloud Transcoder [65]) and
cloud-accelerated web browsers (e.g., QQ mobile web browser,
UCWeb browser, and Amazon Silk web browser). Our study of offline downloading provides solid experiences and valuable heuristics for the developers of similar and relevant services.

Hybrid approach. HiWiFi, MiWiFi, and Newifi all provide hybrid solutions for offline downloading [19, 29, 32]. In these hybrid
solutions, user-requested files are first downloaded by the cloud,
and then the smart AP fetches the files from the cloud. That is to
say, the downloading process always goes through the longest data
flow: first from the Internet to the cloud, and then to the smart AP
of the user.
In contrast, our ODR middleware adaptively selects the most efficient data flow for users to avoid performance bottlenecks. Therefore, ODR significantly outperforms the current hybrid approach
by addressing the bottlenecks of both (cloud and smart AP based)
approaches while also inheriting their advantages.
Offline downloading outside China. Besides those developing
countries (as mentioned in § 1), developed countries can also benefit from offline downloading (based) services. For example, URL
Droplet [40] and the Amazon Silk web browser [5] take advantage
of the cloud to speed-up file transfers. The former employs the
Dropbox cloud storage service to download and host files for its
users; the latter utilizes Amazon’s cloud servers to improve web
page loading performance for Kindle Fire tablets and smartphones.
On the other side, the smart AP based approach is adopted by the
Linksys Smart WiFi Router [26] which is sold in the US.
State-of-the-art downloading techniques. Existing techniques
for Internet file downloading mainly include the centralized Webbased (or client-server), the hierarchical CDN (i.e., content delivery
network like Akamai, L-3, and ChinaCache), the decentralized P2P,
and the latest ICN (i.e., information centric networking).
The Web-based technique is obviously subject to the intrinsic dynamics and heterogeneities of the Internet, particularly the singlepoint bottleneck of the Web server. By strategically deploying edge
servers in numerous locations that are closer to users, the CDN
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